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 China’s New Rules for Algorithms
Lessons for India

Jai Vipra

A set of draft rules released 
by the Cyberspace Administration 
of China, to regulate 
algorithm-empowered 
recommendation activities on the 
internet, are congruent with the 
demands made by civil societies 
worldwide and more substantive 
than the actions proposed or 
taken by the governments in 
western liberal democracies.

On 27 August 2021, the Cyber-
space Administration of China 
(CAC) released a set of draft rules 

to regulate the “algorithm-empowered 
recommendation activities on the internet.” 

“Algorithm-empowered reco mm en da -
tion activities” refer to many automated 
phenomena we experience in using the 
internet today. When we search for an 
item on Amazon, an  algorithm decides 
which brands show up fi rst in the search 
results. When we open Twitter, an algo-
rithm decides which tweets we see. An 
algorithm shows us advertisements on 
various websites according to our brows-
ing patterns. These rules govern the de-
ployment of all such algorithms used for 
search rankings, fi ltering, personalised 
recommendations, decision-making, etc.

The draft rules provide general stand-
ards that all algorithm recommendation 
service providers should follow. They 
also contain provisions on competition, 
consumer protection, worker protection, 
and social issues. These are categorised 
and contextualised in this article.

Standards and Processes

The draft rules fi ll a major regulatory 
gap for algorithm recommendation ser-
vices in regard to standards, such as 
those of transparency about the use of 
algorithms (Article 14), regular exami-
nation of algorithms (Article 8), and the 
foll owing of security standards and data 
protection requirements (Article 7). A 
decen tralised mechanism for algorithm 
security assessment is also created under 
the draft rules (Article 24). In simpler 
terms, these rules require that the work-
ing of recommendation algorithms be 
made understandable to the public, and 
that the algorithms follow a set standard 
of data security to avoid data leaks.

Apart from the fi eld of data prote ction, 
global regulation still lags the mushroom-
ing of algorithm recommendation services. 
Transparency and audit requirements for 

algorithms are still scarce, save in fi elds 
such as fi nance. For example, the Securi-
ties and Exchange Commission of the 
United States (US) has det ailed guide-
lines on algorithmic accountability for 
automated fi nancial advisors. Such guide-
lines or accountability measures are 
lacking in most other sectors. 

Data scientists and civil society actors 
have been making a strong case for the 
regulation and auditing of algorithms 
(Brown et al 2021). Algorithm audits are 
compared to audited fi nancial state-
ments, wherein algorithms are subjected 
to interdisciplinary scrutiny to see whether 
the algorithm exacerbates social biases, 
whether its working is suffi ciently trans-
parent to the public, whether it is being 
used for a deceptive purpose, and so on 
(Guszcza et al 2018). The CAC’s draft rules 
on algorithms should be seen in this vein 
and will go a long way in keeping regu-
lation in tandem with technological 
development in China.

User and Consumer Rights

The draft rules empower users by inc-
reasing the gamut of their choices. Algo-
rithm recommendation service provid-
ers have to indicate if any information is 
generated algorithmically (Article 9), 
and create mechanisms to redress griev-
ances about algorithms by the public 
(Article 26). 

Importantly, service providers have to 
give users the choice to sidestep algo-
rithmic recommendations entirely, or to 
not receive targeted recommendations 
(Article 15). For example, Google Search 
provides personalised search results by 
default but provides an option to remove 
personalisation. It is not legally required 
to do this and can stop any time—these 
draft rules, if implemented, would com-
pel search engines and other algorithm 
service providers to maintain this opt-
ion. In addition, the draft rules prohibit 
differential pricing of products or ser-
vices based on behavioural tracking 
(Article 18). In China, it is reportedly a 
common practice to charge prices ac-
cording to analytics about a particular 
user’s ability to pay. 

Fake accounts, fake ‘‘likes,’’ and mani-
pulation of search result rankings are 
also outlawed (Article 13). This measure 
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is likely to go some way towards control-
ling the proliferation of fake news and 
political manipulation. The importance 
of acting against fake accounts and likes 
in India was clarifi ed when an ex-emp-
loyee of Facebook revealed that the com-
pany knew about fake accounts boosting 
a Bharatiya Janata Party member of Par-
liament’s profi le, but chose to not act on 
this information (Rakheja 2021). Fake 
accounts and actions, such as “likes” can 
manipulate the visibility and perceived 
legitimacy of online content. This can 
directly interfere with the democratic 
process, especially when not everyone 
has equal access to using fake accounts.

Workers’ Rights

The draft rules take a signifi cant step for 
workers by requiring work-related algo-
rithms to take into account workers’ rights 
and interests (Article 17). However, more 
clarity on this requirement—particular-
ly on algorithmic transparency—would 
have been useful. 

China has already put in place certain 
measures to safeguard the rights of its 
200 million or so gig workers. Compa-
nies engaging gig workers and workers 
in other fl exible employment are now 
required to pay workers on time, consult 
with workers’ representatives before 
changing work-related algorithms, and 
avoid incentives that endanger workers’ 
health or safety (Wang 2021). There are 
also efforts underway to unionise gig 
workers in China. The All-China Federa-
tion of Trade Unions, which is legally 
recognised, has called for the protection 
of gig workers’ rights and unions in the 
sector (Borak 2021).

Gig workers in India working for com-
panies, such as Zomato, Swiggy, Uber, 
and Ola have complained about the lack 
of transparency about pay, tips, work al-
location, etc. Many decisions about their 
work life are made algorithmically, but 
they are not privy to the parameters used 
in these algorithms. For example, the 
number of rides a driver is assigned is 
determined algorithmically to optimise 
for certain variables, which only the 
platform knows. This makes it diffi cult 
for the driver to plan their day or to act 
in accordance with their own objectives. 
Transparency on even the broad workings 

of such algorithms can help workers un-
derstand their own incentives better. 

Competition 

The draft rules also take some pro-com-
petition measures in a fast-monopolising 
digital industry. “Improper competition” 
with the use of algorithms is prohibited 
(Article 13). Recently, small traders in 
India have complained that e-commerce 
platforms, such as Amazon and Flipkart 
give preferential treatment to some sell-
ers by manipulating search results (Mathi 
2021). For example, the platform could 
display its products by its own brands on 
the top of search results, disadvantaging 
other sellers. Due to a lack of competitive-
ness in the e-commerce platform market, 
this could be construed as unfair to the 
sellers, who would need a neutral plat-
form in order to be able to compete. Sim-
ilarly, hotels in India have complained 
about online travel platforms manipu-
lating search ratings to promote certain 
hotels (Gurumurthy and Bharthur 2020). 

While the draft rules by China’s CAC 
do not go into details about “improper 

competition,” China’s e-Commerce Law 
of 2018 already prohibits e-commerce 
platform operators from taking advan-
tage of technology to impose unreason-
able restrictions on sellers, product pri-
ces, etc. It also requires platform opera-
tors to clearly indicate products owned 
by self-operated businesses and to not 
mislead consumers about these products. 
The draft rules add to this regulation of 
the relationship between platforms and 
businesses operating on platforms.

Social Issues

An area where the draft rules are dis-
concerting is that of social issues. Algo-
rithm recommendation service provid-
ers are required to “observe social mo-
rality and ethics, science and reasoning” 
and are called upon to “vigorously dis-
seminate positive energy.” While the 
spirit of some of these regulations is no 
doubt lost in translation, they are open-
ended and open to abuse. In contrast, 
there are reasonable broad provisions 
such as those for the protection of mi-
nors (Article 16) and those delineating 
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responsibility for algorithms promoting 
addiction (Article 8). For example, You-
Tube has been the subject of criticism 
multiple times for algorithmically lead-
ing people down the path of hateful con-
tent and disinformation. Its algorithms 
are des igned to increase the time people 
spend on the website, and thus its rec-
ommended videos sometimes lead to 
disinformation spirals (Lomas 2021). 

Other Recent Reforms

These draft regulations have been rel-
eased against the backdrop of several 
recent reforms that China has undertak-
en in the technology sector. These inc-
lude the new data security law that came 
into effect this September. This law gov-
erns the conditions under which data 
can be transferred abroad and the secu-
rity requirements for storing certain im-
portant data. Another signifi cant recent 
law is the Personal Information Protec-
tion Law, passed in August. The scope of 
this law is comprehensive, as it restrains 
the collection and use of personal infor-
mation across sectors. Importantly, it states 

that only the minimum amount of data 
necessary for a stated purpose should be 
collected, stalling the unfette red collec-
tion of data in the digital economy.

These and other measures are also 
 being taken, given that the US and China 
are in a technological cold war. In Aug-
ust 2020, the US took punitive steps 
against TikTok’s parent company (Allyn 
2020), and the US and European countries 
have been hostile to Huawei (Cerulus 
2020). Their opposition was ostensibly 
due to vulnerabilities in Huawei’s net-
works and its answerability to the Chi-
nese government. However, the compet-
itive threat that Huawei poses to Ameri-
can and European fi rms is clear, as none 
of them have the 5G capabilities that 
Huawei does. Additionally, vulnerabili-
ties and backdoors for government ac-
cess created for the US government in 
products by American companies like 
Cisco were revealed by the Snowden 
leaks several years ago (Menn 2017). 
These are not subject to the same scruti-
ny or distrust. In response, China has 
made it more diffi cult for its technology 

companies to be listed on US stock exc-
hanges (Tan and Cheng 2021). It is also 
making efforts to become largely self-
reliant in the design and manufacturing 
of semiconductors, an important long-term 
goal in an unstable international envi-
ronment (Hille and Liu 2020). Semicon-
ductors form the hardware basis for the 
digital economy, and their design and 
manufacturing is concentrated in a few 
hands at many points in the supply chain.

Worldwide Implications

Commentary on China tends to veer bet-
ween alarmist to dishonest. The vague 
descriptor of authoritarianism pervades 
nearly every analysis of Chinese govern-
ment actions. In this case, however, sev-
eral of the measures that China is taking 
now are measures demanded by the civil 
society worldwide. These are also acti-
ons that other governments have exp-
ressed interest in carrying out. The US

government has made its antitrust inten-
tions against large technology companies 
clear, but its efforts are being stalled by 
lobbying (Edgerton and Allison 2021). 
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European countries have anno unced 
a slew of measures to protect digital 
users and increase competition, such as 
through the proposed Digital Services 
Act and Digital Markets Act. Australia 
has acted in an almost draconian way 
against Facebook to force it to share rev-
enue with media companies whose busi-
ness is affected by Facebook advertising 
(Meade 2021). 

In India, the Personal Data Protection 
Bill is still languishing under a review by 
a joint parliamentary committee (Bhar-
gava and Nair 2021). The development 
and deployment of algorithmic decision-
making systems in India is being carried 
out in a regulatory vacuum. There is no 
comprehensive or sectoral law to govern 
algorithmic decision-making. China’s draft 
rules provide some good ideas for regu-
lation in India, even if these cannot be 
imported wholesale. 

Commentators differ on the question 
of the class character of the Chinese 
state and whether the era of capitalist 
development refl ects populism or the 
lack of it. Regardless of one’s opinions on 
these questions, it ought to be clear that 
the Chinese society has been facing the 
same problems with digitalisation that 
other societies are facing. Large techno-
logy companies are on a spree of accu-
mulation, monopolising markets, and 
transforming society. Their growth has 
been upending democratic processes 
worldwide, sometimes creating avenues 
for democratic engagement but far more 
often enabling reactionary forces. Most 
governments have recognised the need 
to implement rules relating to privacy, 
accountability, and competition in the 
digital world. At the same time, most 
governments have failed to form a coh-
erent view of a digital society, let alone 
act decisively in this sphere. This is why 
antitrust experts in the US are now 
changing their view of China from being 
an exporter of surveillance to a state 
able to act against the powerful interests 
of capital (Stoller 2021). 

Perhaps some of China’s steps will turn 
out to be mistaken. Its aims to control 
speech, and social interaction are cer-
tainly not to be emulated and can be fur-
thered with these draft regulations. More 
clarity is required on the implementation 

of many of these draft regulations. But it 
is clear that the Chinese government has 
decided that the era of unre strained op-
eration of technology companies must 
come to an end before social dynamics 
are completely subordinated to private 
technological dynamics. Besides, tack-
ling the accumulation in the technology 
industry and the inequality it has wrought 
is crucial if China has to make strides 
towards its stated goal of “common pros-
perity” (Fan 2006). The challenge for 
people in India and in other countries is 
to ensure that their governments act in 
the interests of the people, and do not 
stand by as democratic processes and 
economic futures get determined in a 
few boardrooms.
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